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Back to the future
by Paul Kovacs

Ontario auto was the worst insurance market in Canada last
year, and it deteriorated further in early 2003. The Alberta and
Atlantic auto markets remain troubled, but recent results are
stronger than last year. In contrast, healthy results are emerging
in commercial property and homeowners’ insurance markets
across the country, building on adjustments begun last year.
Also the Quebec auto insurance market is sound.

Overall, first quarter results show the Canadian
insurance industry in better financial health than during the
same period last year. In particular, the industry combined ratio
was almost 6 percentage points stronger. It is too early in the
year to confirm clear trends, but several markets are moving in
the right direction.

Consumers and insurers continue to work through the
transition back to insurance market conditions similar to those
during the 1960s. Mortgage rates are at the lowest levels in 46
years, bond yields and the rate of inflation are also back to
levels last seen in the 1960s. Insurance markets are also
adjusting back to approaches evident at that time, with a
renewed focus on underwriting terms and rate adequacy.

The cost of providing auto insurance in Ontario, Atlantic
Canada and Alberta continues to increase at an alarming and
unsustainable pace. As we wait for government actions to
contain the rising cost of resolving auto insurance claims, these
markets remain unstable for insurers and consumers.

The auto insurance markets remain in difficulty due to
prolonged inaction by government, nevertheless, other
insurance markets are quite advanced toward completing the
transition back to traditional underwriting and insurance
practices. This market remains challenging for insurers and
their consumers.
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Walking the line
Canadian insurers’ capital has grown in 24 of the last 25
years. Capital is an important measure of insurers’ capacity
to weather surprises and grow.

While insurance capital levels in Canada are
growing, the global insurance industry has recently
suffered an overall decline -- according to some analysts by
as much as US$ 200 billion. Several factors are
responsible, including stock market declines. As a result,
globally, insurers have less capacity to underwrite new
risks and are increasingly reluctant to expose remaining
capital to lines of business with known costly future losses.

A consequence of these developments in Canada
has been a collective re-thinking of corporate capital
strategies. In 1997, for example 75 percent of the insurance
sold in Canada was underwritten by companies with capital
holdings (MAT >15 percent) well in excess of the
regulatory minimum. In contrast, in 2002 only 25 percent
was provided by companies with such a strong regulatory
capital position.  

What is happening? Regulatory capital scores for
1997 and 2002 show that insurers were more efficient in
managing capital holdings closer to the 10 percent target
regulatory required “line”. In other words more insurers are
holding “just” the capital that the superintendent would say
is necessary. With more companies’ capital holdings close
to the “line” it is not surprising to find a greater number of
insurers being watched closely. 

Perhaps, however, holding “just” enough capital is
actually enough. According to recent research by KPMG,
target regulatory capital requirements in Canada are higher
than in other countries around the world.  In fact, Canadian
target regulatory capital is roughly double that required in
the USA, Japan and the UK and four times the regulatory
target in Germany or France. By international standards,
only the Australian regulatory target capital requirement
comes close to the Canadian standard.

Whether to be worried or not concerned at all
during this dynamic period in the insurance industry is at
least in part a question of where one draws the line.

Source: IBC, based on data from IBC’s Insurance
Information Division, KPMG and OSFI.
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1st 1st 4th 4th Full Full
Quarter Quarter change Quarter Quarter change Year Year change

2003 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002

IBC quarterly
financial survey

(initial) (revised) (initial) (revised) (initial)
Financial results Millions of dollars
direct premiums written 7,038 5,933 18.6% 7,970 8,335 -4.4% 29,426 29,791 -1.2%
net premiums written 6,312 5,298 19.1% 7,320 7,812 -6.3% 26,957 27,449 -1.8%
net premiums earned [x] 6,673 5,556 20.1% 7,058 7,472 -5.5% 24,745 25,159 -1.6%
claims incurred [y] 4,892 4,354  12.4% 5,477 5,719 -4.2% 19,004 19,246  -1.3%
operating expenses [z] 1,969 1,675 17.6% 2,026 2,199 -7.9% 7,205 7,378 -2.3%
underwriting profit/(loss) -164 -473 -65.3% -416 -404 3.0% -1,357 -1,345 0.9%
investment profit before gain/(loss) 577 517 11.6% 653 638 2.3% 2,226 2,211 0.7%
investment gain/(loss) 149 138 8.0% -73 -14 420.3% 78 137 -42.9%
net profit 396 108 266.6% -65 -114 -42.9% 361 312 15.7%

Ratios
loss ratio [y÷x] 73.8% 78.4% 77.6% 76.5% 76.8% 76.5%
expense ratio [z÷x] 29.5% 30.1% 28.7% 29.4%        29.1% 29.3%
combined ratio [(y+z)÷x] 102.8% 108.5% 106.3% 106.0% 105.9% 105.8%
return on equity *3.3% *2.3% *last 4 *1.8% *1.6% *last 4 1.8% 1.6%
Investment yield *5.5% *6.7% quarters *5.6% *5.8% quarters 5.6% 5.8%

The new data
The return on equity for Canadian insurers increased to 3.3
percent in the first quarter of 2003, up from the record low 1.8
percent rate recorded last year. It is too early in the year to
determine issues like reserve developments, but these modest
results are stronger than the very disappointing results last year.

Claims incurred were $0.5 billion higher than during the
same period in 2002. Broker commissions and premium taxes
continue to grow rapidly, and are estimated to have increased
by almost $0.3 billion. This was, nevertheless, offset by the
$1.1 billion increase in earned premiums. As a result, the
industry combined ratio fell to 102.8 during the first quarter of
2003. This was an improvement of almost 6 percentage points
from the same quarter last year.

Provincial loss ratios show some improvements in most
of the insurance markets that are troubled, and continuing
health in the stronger markets. The one notable exception is the
Ontario auto insurance market. The cost of providing auto
insurance in Ontario continues to grow faster than premiums, an
alarming trend that has been evident since 1997. Moreover, first
quarter numbers traditionally do not reflect adjustments to loss
reserves, a serious problem that emerged later in the year in
2001 and again in 2002.

It is important to be cautious about these early results,
nevertheless there are positive signs evident in commercial and
personal property coverages. Auto insurance markets, in
contrast, continue to experience rapid growth in claims costs.

Source for charts: IBC Provincial Loss Ratio Program
Source for table: IBC Quarterly Industry Analysis Survey  
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The glass is half full
Excessive regulatory intervention increases volatility and costs for auto insurance consumers across Canada

Insurance is a cyclical business. Every six
or seven years the industry runs through
the full cycle of strength and weakness.
During difficult periods, like the present, insurers work
with their consumers to resolve problems. Many
insurers however, are finding themselves increasingly
constrained by regulatory practices restricting their
capacity to develop solutions with their consumers.

Almost half of the insurance markets in Canada
are well advanced in completing the current transition to
reestablish healthy and stable markets. In these lines the
hard market is ending. These include most of the
markets where there is relatively little government
regulation of industry practices. The glass is half full.

About half of the insurance markets in Canada
are in difficulty. These primarily include auto insurance
markets where governments are defining the product the
insurers must offer, while also dictating many pricing
and underwriting practices. Excessive interventions in
the markets delay normal market adjustments, and stifle
innovation and competition.

There are several indicators when insurance
markets are not succeeding in meeting the needs of
consumers and insurers. The Ontario, Atlantic and
Alberta auto
markets are
currently show
many signs of
difficulty:
Polling and
survey
information, and
assessment of
complaints data
are now showing
rising consumer

concerns. Some insurers have recently
withdrawn from these markets, showing
the declining interest of insurers. Many

drivers now need to find coverage in the Facility
Association, the industry pool to insure high risk
drivers. Most importantly, claims and expenses continue
to rise rapidly and are unable to provide the foundation
for stability in prices and underwriting practices.

A number of stakeholders have offered proposals
to address these concerns. Many of these ideas will
make the situation worse. Additional regulatory
oversight of pricing and underwriting practices will add
to the current difficulties. In contrast, successful
solutions will be those that contain the rising cost of
providing insurance coverage.

Excessive and perhaps increasing regulatory
intervention has been a critical factor contributing to
increasing consumer frustration, reducing industry
competition, and repopulation of Facility Association.
Nevertheless, it is encouraging that almost half of the
insurance markets are currently moving back into a
stable situation. An important lesson is that these are
markets where government supervision focuses on
solvency issues while insurers are free to work directly

with
consumers.
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